
Note: Deliveries and collections within the scope of incoming and outgoing goods 
traffic are only possible via expeditionary processing at the Autohof.

*  For the purposes of the CHEMPARK regulations, the following official original documents are deemed to be identification documents, provided that the personal 
details contained therein are not based on information provided by the ID card holder himself/herself.

  For German nationals, only either a valid identity card/official substitute identity card or a valid passport/official substitute passport.
  For nationals of full Schengen user states, a valid, officially recognized national identity card corresponding to the German identity card or a valid, officially 

recognized passport/passport substitute corresponding to the German passport.
  For nationals of other countries, this is a valid, officially recognized passport/passport substitute corresponding to the German passport. Unfortunately, we 

cannot accept other documents, such as a driver‘s license.

Note:

You need these documents at the 
gate

 » Official identification document* in original

 » If applicable, original residence permit plus 
work permit

 » Pick-up/delivery reference (delivery bill, order 
or similar)

You are not allowed to
 » Take accompanying persons with you who are 

not members of the driving personnel

 » Take tools, materials or IT equipment into 
CHEMPARK without registering them

 » Stay overnight in a vehicle on the CHEMPARK 
site

The following applies throughout 
the CHEMPARK

30 km/h speed limit

Smoking ban - also in vehicles

Strict ban on alcohol and intoxicants

No photography or filming  

Priority for rail traffic

You must be able to answer these 
questions

 » What is your goal at CHEMPARK?

 » What is your mission at CHEMPARK?

 » Who is your job supervisor at CHEMPARK?

 » Who is your employer?

Delivery/collection at CHEMPARK Leverkusen: 
Here‘s what you can do to make things go fast  
at the gate

 » Deliveries/collections are only possible on weekdays from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.

 » If possible, choose an arrival time after 9 a.m. and before 4 p.m.

 » Access via the following gate locations:

Gate 2  Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee (only vehicles up to 7,5t and 3,25m height; only pre-registered)

Gate 4  Peschstraße (only open until 6 p.m.)

Gate 8  Rheinallee/Hauptstraße (only pre-registered)

Gate 11  Bundesstraße 8

Gate 6 Autohof  
 Carl-Duisberg-Straße (only vehicles up to ≤ 3,5t, only after 5 p.m.)



Registration in advance (1 working day before arrival at the latest by 2 p.m.)

Arrival at the gate

Entry and Check-out

Ask the person responsible for the order at  
CHEMPARK to register you with CHEMPARK Security.

The check-in form, a completion guide and further 
detailed information on the process and security 
can be found here:

 » Do not drive up to the gate. Park near the gate building and 
walk in.

 » Take the required documents with you.

 » Register any tools, IT equipment or materials that you  
absolutely must take into CHEMPARK.

 » CHEMPARK Security will check your identity and documents,

 » carry out a security briefing

 » and hand out your day pass for CHEMPARK.

 » Drive directly to your destination at CHEMPARK.

 » Complete your order.

 » Then proceed directly back to the gate for check-out.

 » Return your day pass and expect to be checked out at the exit.
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lieferung.chempark.de

Delivery/collection at CHEMPARK Leverkusen: 
This is how the process works


